FlightSafety Academy
More Than Five Decades of Training Excellence

About Us

Committed to Professional Pilot Training Excellence

FlightSafety International has been training professional pilots

FlightSafety Academy remains committed to upholding its

since 1951 and today offers more than 3,500 individual courses

long-standing tradition as one of the premier suppliers of

for 135 different fixed and rotor-wing aircraft, taught by more

new-hire professional pilots around the world – whether you

than 1,800 highly experienced and qualified instructors. FlightSafety

represent an airline, military group or are a self-funded cadet.

operates 300-plus advanced technology simulators – the world’s

Continual feedback from customers enhances the success

largest fleet – serving customers from 167 countries.

of our training, ensuring that graduating cadets possess the
professionalism and discipline that can be learned only

Over its more than 50 year history, FlightSafety Academy in

from demanding curriculums such as the Academy’s.

Florida has provided the same high-level training to several
thousand ab initio and developing pilots who now crew

We base our superior curriculums on safety, sound

or command all types of aircraft in every corner of the world.

decision-making and effective crew resource management
reinforced by hands-on experience and classroom education.

A fleet of more than 80 dedicated training aircraft, multimedia
classrooms, flight training devices and ATC Lab illustrate

Cadets not only receive primary and advanced licenses and

our commitment and dedication to train future leaders of the

endorsements but also must prove their ability to succeed

world’s aviation community. We would be pleased to help you

as dedicated students. The success of our alumni would not

meet the goals of training your new flight crews or establishing

be possible without the professionalism and commitment

your pilot career.

of our staff of experienced and well-trained instructors.

Academy cadets follow in the footsteps of generations

Our Graduates

of successful pilots. We are immensely proud of the

We embrace our founder’s conviction that “The best

many thousands of cadets the Academy has served.

safety device in any aircraft is a well-trained crew.”

These professionals are now flying for or involved as
training managers in dozens of airlines and corporate

FlightSafety Academy retains dedicated and

flight departments globally.

professional staff, offering a superior education
built on quality and safety.
We employ a full spectrum of advanced training
tools, including more than 80 dedicated training aircraft.
Every cadet graduating from the Academy leaves
equipped with all the skills necessary to be a
successful and valued flight deck crew member.
We designed our professional pilot regimen to train
the best pilots and to provide a defined and stable
professional career advancement track through
Academy Career Pilot positions.

A Range of Professional Pilot Courses Emphasizing Safety
•	Courses

developed in association with airlines to better meet their specific

training expectations and standards of proficiency including:
		 FAA, CAAC and other international certifications
		 EASA and MPL phases through ATO and airline partnerships
		 Airbus partnership – Jet Bridge and Type Rating training
		 Access to in-aircraft Turbine Transition Training
		 Online and eLearning modules
•	Full

spectrum of licenses and certifications

•	Airline

and corporate pilot pathways

•	College

degree options

•	Growth

and Achievement Preparation (GAPP)

•	Pilot

Career Achievement Strategy (PCAS)

•	Professional

Pilot Program*

•	International

Professional Pilot Program*

*Programs accredited by Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and Colleges (ACCSC).
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We would be pleased to discuss and customize your ab initio cadet and professional pilot training needs.

